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Abstract Neutron imaging is a non-destructive testing method that functions according
to principles similar to x-ray imaging. In contrast to x-rays, neutrons can generally
penetrate metals rather well, but at the same time they have a high sensitivity for hydro-
gen. This makes neutron imaging – which includes radiography (investigations in 2d) as
well as tomography (3d) – an ideal method for studying the impact of playing historical
brass instruments. Playing a brass instrument creates an accumulation of moisture inside
the instrument, which can eventually lead to the generation and expansion of corroded
areas inside it. This moisture, along with many other products of corrosion, contains
hydrogen, which provides a high degree of contrast for neutron imaging.

This article explains how neutron imaging was used to monitor the condition of
historical brass instruments, i.e. the changes in the internal corroded areas, by comparing
3d ct-data sets acquired before and after the instruments had been played on a regular
basis over the period of fourteen months.

Introduction Musical instruments reflect the state of knowledge of the period of their
conception and manufacture. They are thus subject to constant development and changes
in habits. Not only do the manufacturing techniques of a certain instrument type
change from one era to the next, but so does the way these instruments are played, and
how they sound. Music composed in a certain era for instruments of that period thus
sounds different on these instruments than on contemporary instruments. In recent
years, historically informed performances have received more and more attention in
which an orchestra plays on historical instruments or replicas in order to reproduce the
original sound. This has resulted in an increasing demand for more information on
historical instruments. Deeper insights on their geometry, structural design and the
materials utilised in them have allowed us to manufacture more and more accurate
replicas.1 The pros and cons of playing historical instruments are much debated, because
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playing an original stands in opposition to the notion that such historical artefacts should
be preserved and kept safe.2 This article shows how neutron imaging can be used to
investigate certain aspects of the impact that playing can have on the state of historical
brass instruments, with special attention to the development of corrosion. Neutron
imaging is a non-destructive testing method that is well suited to investigating historical
musical instruments or other objects of our cultural heritage.3

Working principle In neutron imaging, neutron radiation is used to probe an object
and to generate images. Classical neutron imaging, like x-ray imaging, is based on trans-
mission measurements. An object is placed in front of a detector, and exposed to radiation
that is partially attenuated by the object; the beam that is transmitted is then registered
by the detector. The attenuation of radiation occurs in a first-order approach according
to the Beer-Lambert law:

I = I0 · e–� · z (1)

where I is the intensity of the transmitted radiation, I0 is the intensity of the incident
radiation, � is the attenuation coefficient and z the thickness of the object. The attenua-
tion coefficient is a material parameter which describes to what extent a certain material
(that is, the element composition with a specific density) attenuates the radiation. The
resultant transmission images provide 2d information on the material, structure and
density of the object, integrating the attenuation information along the beam trajectory
projected onto the detector.
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3d information can be generated by performing a computed tomography. For this, the
object is rotated between the acquisition steps, resulting in a multitude of projections
from different viewing angles. These projections can then be processed by special algo-
rithms to reconstruct tomograms, that is, slices of the investigated object perpendicular
to the rotation axes. The stack of reconstructed tomograms represents the three-dimen-
sional information, the volume data set, which can be further processed, evaluated and
visualised. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the workflow of such investigations.

The experiment For the investigations presented here,4 neutron tomography data were
obtained on the thermal neutron imaging beamline neutra at the Paul Scherrer Insti-
tute in Villigen.5 The goal of the project was to investigate how playing historical brass
instruments regularly impacts on their physical state, with a special focus on corrosion.

F i g u r e 1 Schematic presentation of the workflow of an investigation

using computed tomography, from data acquisition to visualisation
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15 tuning slides from the project instruments were inspected at the beginning and end
of the project, in order to be able to observe changes that occurred due to playing the
instruments on a daily basis over the period of fourteen months. As detector, scintilla-
tor-ccd-camera systems were used with an Andor iKon-L and a 100 μm thick 6LiF:ZnS
scintillator, with a field of view of 241 mm × 241mm and a pixel size of 154 μm for large
tuning slides, and field of view of 150mm × 150mm and a pixel size of 98 μm for smaller
tuning slides. For the tomography, 625 projections were acquired over 360° that were
subsequently reconstructed using the Octopus Imaging Software package.

Data evaluation The analysis and evaluation of the volume data were carried out using
the software package vg Studio Max. Here, different approaches were used to compare
the state of the tuning slides at the beginning and end of the project:

– a variance comparison of the inner surfaces;
– unrolling the tuning slide cylinders to create a virtual plane layer;
– comparison of sections at identical positions.

The variance comparison only takes into account the surface of the object determined by
the software algorithm. After the surface determination, the tuning slides are registered,
that is, the volume data are aligned in such a way that both data sets are superimposed
on each other. Subsequently, the position of every surface point of the tuning slide in its
end state is compared to the position of the presumed identical point of the tuning slide
in its initial, reference state. The differences are subsequently shown using a colour code
for the extent to which the position of the individual surface area varies from the reference
state (Figure 2).

In another approach, cylinders were fitted in each leg of the tuning slides and virtually
unrolled, allowing us to compare the grey levels (which correspond to a mapping of the
attenuation) for every point between the start and the end. In a third step, regions iden-
tified by unrolling are examined more closely by specifically positioning section planes
in potentially corroded regions.

Results and discussion Variance comparison The variance analysis was carried out
under the premise that an increase of corrosion inside the tuning slides would occur
along with a displacement of the inner surfaces due to the growth of the corroded areas.
In very few regions of the tuning slides inspected, small positive deviations could be
found (see the circles in Figure 3). Such increases were very small, only in a range of up
to circa 0.25mm.

In individual spots, a loss in material can be found (see the black arrow in Figure 3).
Here, a small piece of solder seems to have fallen off, perhaps due to cleaning the in-
strument.
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One problem that occurred in a large percentage of the tuning slides inspected was
deformation of the slide legs. As can be seen in Figure 3, the legs show a relatively
pronounced deformation, especially towards their end. These were bent to each other, as
is shown by a positive deviation on one side of the leg surface and a negative deformation
on the opposite surface. Such deformations might result from the regular removal and
reinsertion of the tuning slides in the normal cleaning process. Depending on the indi-
vidual tuning slide, these deformations are in general clearly below 1 mm, but can still
diverge by up to several hundred micrometres. They are hence much larger than might

F i g u r e 2 Variance comparison of the volume data set of a tuning slide (hkb 5024.2); a) shows

a half-section view of the 3d visualisation at the beginning of the project, b) at the project’s end;

c) shows the differences between the status at the end and the reference state, coded in false colours.

F i g u r e 3 3d half-section view of a tuning slide (hkb 5024.2); the colour code shows the deviation

of the surface at the end of the project compared to that at the start. The circles show very small

regions with a small increase in material, while the black arrow shows a loss of material (perhaps

due to cleaning). The colouring at the end of the tuning slide legs shows strong deformation.
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be expected of any growth in a corroded region during the project, and which might have
occurred in the same region.

For all tuning slides showing plastic deformation, the variance comparison will not
be suitable for showing any growth in corrosion. Here only very small changes can be
expected. This is also a drawback when we come to tuning slides in which no deformation
has occurred. The pixel size and the resulting voxel size are with circa 100μm and circa
150μm rather coarse. Changes smaller than 200 to 300μm would not be visible with this
method.

Unrolling of tuning slide cylinders As the variance comparison analysis could not be
used for a large fraction of the tuning slides due to the deformation issue, all of the tuning
slide legs were virtually unrolled and the initial and end states compared. For this, a virtual
cylinder was fitted into each tuning slide leg using vg Studio Max, and virtually unrolled
(see Figure 4a). The grey value of each voxel along the cylinder surface is thus projected
onto a 2d plane. The grey values correlate to the mean attenuation that can be found in
each voxel, thus giving an indication as to the composition. In regions where the grey
values had changed, the attenuation also had to change. If a region on the image is
brighter than the grey vale, this means that the attenuation has increased, and this can
only be accounted for by an increase in density and/or additional, higher attenuating
material. Figure 4b shows a tuning slide leg before, Figure 4c at the end of the project. In
the joint, a clear increase can be identified. As an increase in density seems rather unlikely
in this case, the change in the attenuation has to have been caused by additional material
with higher attenuation coefficients, most likely some hydrogen component. The hydro-
gen could be part of corrosion products, but could at the same time also be water. Still,
at the time of the second inspection at the end of the project, the instruments had not
been played for a couple of weeks and the tuning slides had been removed and stored in
a special transport container under dry conditions. This makes the existence of any
residual water inside the tuning slides rather unlikely.

Comparison of sections at identical positions We examined more closely those regions
where we were able to identify changes between the start and the end of the project by
means of changes in grey values. To do this, we compared identical positions in different
section planes. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the start and the end of the project
in two different sections, using the same tuning slide (hkb 5024.2). Section A, a vertical
section through the tuning slide, close to the joint of leg and bend, shows a blistered,
porous structure on the right side of the joint. This structure, which is possibly a flawed
solder joint, appears as a hollow, empty blister at the start of the project, but is filled to a
large extent at the end of the project with highly attenuating material. Section B shows
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F i g u r e 4 Virtual unrolling of the tuning slide legs; a) 3d visualisation of a tuning slide with the

cylinder (purple) fitted in one of the legs; b) unfolded tuning slide leg at the start of the project;

c) unfolded tuning slide at the end of the project; in the region of the joint a clear increase in

higher attenuating voxels is visible.

F i g u r e 5 Sections of the tuning slide hkb 5024.2; section A shows an empty porous structure

(arrows) at the start of the project, which is filled with highly attenuating material by the end of

the project. The porous structure can also be seen in section B (arrows); also in section B, we

can identify a smaller region with higher attenuation that increased in size between the start

and the end of the project (arrow heads).
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the same joint in a horizontal section, perpendicular to section A. Here, the blister of
solder material appears empty again at the start and partially filled-in at the end of the
project. Besides this, there is a small, higher attenuating region in the joint, visible in the
other leg. While it is relatively small at the beginning, it is considerably larger by the end
of the project. Even though the material in the blister and the joint shows grey values (and
hence attenuation coefficients) in the same order of magnitude, it could not be clarified
if the materials are identical.

The material in the blister might be some corrosion product containing hydrogen
that has accumulated below the surface. Another possibility is residual water that has
condensed while playing the instrument. This explanation seems less likely, as all the
instruments had been dried and cleaned after the end of the project, and the individual
tuning slides were kept in a dry transport container. Another possible explanation is that
this highly attenuating material is residual oil or grease that might have been applied
after cleaning the instruments.

For the increase in higher attenuating material in the other leg, water seems the least
probable candidate. It is more likely that there has been growth in a corroded area, or
that there is some residual oil or grease that might have been applied after cleaning. The
higher attenuating region increases between the start and the end of the project. This
might be accredited to a growth of a corrosion spot that was already present, but whose
dimensions were smaller at the first measurement. Another explanation could be that
the material represents grease that has been applied after cleaning, and has by chance
accumulated in the same spot.

Summary and conclusion Neutron imaging is a non-destructive method that can be
used for monitoring long-term experiments on the playability of historical brass instru-
ments, such as the present project. For this, tuning slides from 15 instruments were
inspected at the start and the end of the project. It proved difficult to compare changes
in the inner surfaces. Many tuning slides showed plastic deformation (bending of the
legs of up to 1 mm), which made a clear result in these regions impossible. This was
because much smaller changes in dimensions would be expected due to the growth of
corrosion layers. The rather coarse voxel sizes of 98μm and 150 μm respectively allow only
for an identification of displacement of the surface due to the growth of corrosion layers
in the range from 200 μm to 300μm upwards. The comparison of the voxel values, which
correlate with the attenuation coefficients for the individual voxel, was more successful.
In several tuning slides, regions with higher attenuation could be identified whose di-
mensions increased between the two measurements. Possible explanations are that these
spots correspond either to remains of grease or oil applied after cleaning the instrument,
or to the presumed growth of already corroded areas.
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This project showed that neutron tomography can be used for monitoring long-term
changes in cultural heritage objects. By comparing the ct data of several points in time,
it is possible to identify and quantify geometrical changes within the range of the spatial
resolution (for example plastic deformation, the increase and decrease of wall thicknesses,
et cetera) as well as changes in attenuation, which can be attributed to local changes in
the elemental composition or density (for example in the formation of different corrosion
products, the presence of moisture, the distribution of consolidants, and so on).
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